
Everlaw for Corporations

Modern communications and the proliferation of mobile 
devices have completely changed the game of discovery. 
Data sizes and file types continue to increase; all while the 
demands of litigation, internal audits, and Data Subject 
Access Request (DSAR) responses complicate workflows 
and increase the cost of document review.

Corporate teams face similar challenges across all types of 
investigations:

Creating order from the chaos of massive  
document troves

Communicating effectively internally and externally 
withoutside counsel

Efficiently converting their findings into a cohesive 
and compelling narrative

This is where Legility experts paired with sophisticated, 
user-friendly technology can create sanity and order. 
Everlaw is a cloud-based platform built for corporations 
that enable teams to collaboratively discover information, 
reveal its underlying structure, and act on those insights. 
Everlaw combines speed, security, and ease-of-use into a 
unified, comprehensive SaaS platform that unlocks the 
collaborative power of legal teams and enables them to 
investigate issues thoroughly, uncover truth quickly, and 
present their findings clearly.  Everlaw’s strengths lie in its 
user-friendly interface, simple pricing model, and extensive 
feature capabilities. 

Corporations of all sizes rely on Legility and Everlaw to 
quickly discover relevant information, reveal the hidden 
details of documents, and collaborate to craft cohesive 
narratives. 

Everlaw for Corporations
eDiscovery Made Easy

Legility is one of the largest 
global providers of Everlaw, 
and the go-to partner for 
clients looking to leverage 
the benefits of the Everlaw 
eDiscovery platform. We 
support Everlaw across our 
global footprint for both 
eDiscovery managed services 
and transactional discovery 
projects. As one of the largest 
and longest-tenured global 
providers of Everlaw, Legility’s 
eDiscovery experts have been 
delivering excellence using 
Everlaw technology since 
2016.
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Everlaw for Corporations

Let’s change the business of legal together.

legility.com   |  +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

Discover: Ingest, organize, search, and review 
massive troves of data

• A directly-accessible interface that allows 
reviewers to upload data directly into 
the platform, ultimately reducing delays, 
complexity, and additional costs associated 
with relying on a third party for processing.

• The drag-and drop interface of visual 
search, featuring color-coded rules of logic, 
makes it easy to build highly sophisticated 
searches, even for beginners.

• Native document support for spreadsheets, 
modern chat data, and AV media provides 
direct visibility into files without the need for 
costly third-party plugins.

Reveal: Expose the hidden data of documents 
at scale

• Support for modern data formats (e.g. Slack) 
lets reviewers maintain continuity by viewing 
these docs in a recognizable format.

• Predictive coding enables reviewers to 
use their standard workflow—assigning 
ratings, codes, and attributes to reviewed 
documents—to teach the system how to find 
more relevant documents on their behalf.

• Data visualization tools generate interactive, 
customizable visualizations from any set of 
documents. This makes it possible to explore 
documents at a glance without the need to 
review individual documents or conduct a 
predetermined search.

Act: Collaboratively craft narratives and efficiently manage litigation

• Everlaw enables secure sharing directly in the platform to promote seamless collaboration. Everlaw 
is externally audited to ensure compliance with international security and privacy standards, including 
Soc 2 Type II, HIPAA, and GDPR.

• Narrative-building tools ensure collaborative alignment of investigative teams, improve workflow, 
reduce risk, and save time by organizing key documents into a compelling narrative.

• Case analytics let administrators evaluate reviewer 
accuracy, pace, and consistency. This helps keep teams 
on pace to meet deadlines, course-correct if issues 
arise during projects, and create more transparency into 
reviewer accuracy and project costs.

• Granular organization administration allows control 
over the actions of every person with access to the 
Everlaw platform, enabling highly efficient end-to-end 
management of projects and ensuring that roles are 
properly aligned to responsibilities across even the most 
complex cases in the largest organizations.


